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A Process Variation Analysis Simulator for MOS LSI

Yukio AOKI, Toru TOyABE and Shoj iro ASAI

Central Research Laboratory, Hitach Ltd.,

Kokubrmji, Tokyo, lg5, Japan

A simulator' cAsTAM, is developed to predict Mos process variations by analyzlngvarlations in electrical characteristics of fabricaled MoS devices usini tte l,lonteCarlo nethod.
I{afer inspection data for a c}10s pilot line- is analyzed with this simurator, andthe main cause of threshold voltag" .r.tiation is pinpointed. some predictions fromthe aaalyzed results are confirmed with additi.onat 

"*p"tinental data, showing thatanalysis using CASTAM is sufficiently reliable.

l. Introduct ion.

lJith all the progress that has been made in

the area of LSI, the relationship.between process

conditions and device characteristics is beconing

more conplex. tt has become d ifficult to

pinpoint the process condition that is the main

0ause of particular variations in device

characteristics. Ihis paper reports developnent

of CASTAI'{, a Cmputer Aided STAtistical Modeling

simulator. this progran makes, it possible to

pred ict quantitative variations in process

parameters from measured device characteristics,

especially for MOS devices. This approach was

flrst reported on by D.p.Kennedy for a bipolar

transistorIl].

2. Method of Analysis.

An outline of CASTAII is shorm in Fig. l. Itre

simulator has process models and devlce models.

CASTAM calculates d istribut ions of device

charac ter ist ic s us ing the l,tonte Carlo method ,

assuming var iat ions ( standard dev iat ion) in the
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process parameters. rf calculated and measured

histograns for device characteristics differ fro,n

each other, Monte Carlo simulation is performed

again, after changes are made to variances for
the process conditions. If both types of
histograms then match well, it is assumed that

process variations are equal to the real process

var iat ions . Itrat is , it becomes poss ible to

quantitatively f ind process variations that hav'e

been difflcult to measure directly. lhe most

important step in this task is determining the

set of the most suitable measurement items.

Var iat ions in many process par€meters can be

determined from measured data for this set.

In usual process sensitivity analyses,

utilizing a process and a device simulator, only

?V/aX is known, nrtrere y is one of the device

characteristics and X is a process parameter.

lhe quantity sought is lLtOy/OX, wtere A is a

variation in a real process line for the process

parameter. Va1ue A is estimated from the

analys is with CASTAM and reel istic process
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sensitivity A*AY/?x is obtained. this is the

main feature of this method of clarifying the

main cause of device characteristic variation.

The main process nodels incorporated in the

simulator, such as those for oxidation, ion

implantation, and diffusion, If,ere chosen to be

one-d imens ional analyt ic al model s to fac il- iate

calculating with a shorter CPU tine. ltrreshold

voltage Vt and drain current for long channel

MOSFETs ltere calculated by one-dimensional

nrmerical models to assure accutacy. ltre model

for Vt with short channel MOSFETs was chosen to

be an analyticaL onel2].

Ttrese features are sumtrarized in Table t.

3. Analyzed Results.

CASTAI| was appL ied to a CNIOS Process pilot

line. Measurement items were; threshold voltage

Vt under a substrate bias of zero and tlco volts

rrhere gate length ltas 2 pm and 5 pn each,

transconductance Gn for NMOS and PMOS, Vt for

parasitic NMOS and PMOS, and the capacitance of

MOS capacitor Cox. these data were measured for

about l0 batcheb and analyzed by CASTAII.

Ttre nain results are sholtn in Flg. 2.

Measured variances in device characteristics Vt

are divided into several types, each of rdrich is

deterrniued by the variance for each procees

parmeter, such as oxide thickness Tox, channet

length Lg, and inplanted dose. From this f igure,

the following conclusions were derived:

a) The main cause of Vt variation in NMOS is Tox

var iat ion.

@D

Fig. I Outl ine of CASTAM.

Table I Featuies for a CASTAM simulator.

VICE CHARACTERIST

IFICATI ANUFACTUR I

ITEI'.I FEATURES

Method Monte Carlo simulatLon.

Model
One;illmens ional analyE [cal
model rnaLnly adoPted to
calculate wlth a shorter
CPU t lme.

l"lea suremen L

Many dev ice character lst ics
musL be measured to
deterrnine variances of manY

Drocess Darameters.
Appl [cat ion Process=ensiL i.v iry analYs Ls.



b) Vt variations in short channel PMOS

(Lg = 2 pn) are variations in Lg.

c) Vt for a long channel(Lg = 5 }:n) PMOS has

little dependence on Tox and Lg,

4. Discussion.

Galculated total variances in Vt are usually

smaller than neasured variances. lhe difference

between calculated and measured total variances

are shown in the bottom of Fig. 2(b) . Ttrere are

three possible reasons for appearance of this

unknown variance.

( I ) Variations of process parameters not

included in CASTA}I.

(2) Inaccuracy of used process and device

models.

(3) Measurement error.

To date, it is not clear wtrich of the above

three is the main cause of unknown variance.

Notwithstanding this anbiguity, accuracy in

analys is is high enough for pract ical use,

because unknown variance is much smaller than

measured variance in Vt.

Ilre analyzed results in Fig. 2 Lead to the

following predictions. First, the Vt of NMOS

depends strongly on gate oxide thickness though

the Vt of PMOS does not. Second, correlation

between the Vt for a 5 pn MOS and a 2 pn MOS is

strong for NMOS but weak for PDIOS. Mditional

measurements were made to conf irm these

predictions. First, dependence of threshold

voltage Vt on gate oxide thickness Tox is shown

in Fig. 3. Ttris agrees quite well with the f irst

prediction. Ihe work function differences for

Fig. 2 Analyzed results nith CASTAM.
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NMOS and PUOS differ. To uake the same Vt for

both, NMOS well concentration was made higher

than PMOS. This concentration difference may

cause the different gate oxlde dependence of Vt

for NMOS and PMOS. Second, correlation between

Vt for a 5 Fn MOS and a 2 pn MOS is plotted for

measured data in Fig. 4. Correlation coefficient

r in NMOS is 0.95 wtreras r i-n PMOS is 0.58. ltris

confirms the second pred iction. these good

agreements between predictions and measurements

show that the results analyzed ltith CASTAII are

rel iable.

5. Conclus ion.

A s imulator wtr ich can pred ict var iat ions in

process parmeters from measured dev ice

characteristics has been developed. Ttris

simulator has proven useful in anaLyzing Lhe

cause of device characteristic variations.
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